GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS
RAILWAY BOARD

No. 2018/W-I/Genl./ CAO(C)Conf.  New Delhi, Dt.12-11.2018

Chief Administrative Officers(C),
All Indian Railways.


*****

Please find enclosed the minutes of Review Meeting of Commissioning of New Line / Gauge Conversion / Doubling done by Adv.(Works) on 31.10.2018 & 01.11.2018 with CAO/Cs for information and necessary action.

DA: As above (3 pages).

(S.C. Jain)
Executive Director Works
Railway Board

Copy to:--

1. PSO to ME – for information of Board(ME).
2. Adv.(Works) for information please.
Sub: Review Meeting of Commissioning of New Line/Gauge Conversion/Doubling on 01.11.18.

Review of targeted section of New Line/Gauge Conversion/Doubling projects for 2018-19 was done by Adv.(Works) on 31.10.18 & 01.11.18 with each CAO/C and following points emerged:-

1. Eastern Railway
   - Total target for commissioning for 2018-19 is 236 km and progress upto Oct.'18 is only 19.8 km.
   - CAO/C mentioned that 69 km doubling/3rd line will be commissioned in Nov. and Dec.'18.
   - Further, 20 km will be commissioned in the month of Jan.'19 and 48.5 km will be commissioned in the month of Feb.'19.
   - New Line between Hansdiha-Poreyahat (15 km) should be commissioned positively by Jan.'19.
   - The balance targeted section should be commissioned in the month of Mar.'19.

2. East Central Railway (North)
   - Total target for commissioning for 2018-19 is 397.1 km
   - 64 km has been commissioned.
   - Further, CAO/C mentioned that 41 km New Line/Gauge Conversion will be commissioned in Nov. and Dec.'18.
   - In addition, 160 km of New Line/Gauge Conversion/Doubling will be commissioned between Jan. and Mar.'19.
   - All efforts should be made to commission the complete targeted New Line/Gauge Conversion/Doubling.

3. Northern Railway
   - Total target for commissioning for 2018-19 is 218 km and progress upto Oct.'18 is only 45.7 km.
   - 42 km doubling, should be commissioned in the month of Nov. and Dec.'18.
   - Balance targeted sections should be reviewed in detail and efforts should be made to complete the targeted sections.
   - CAO/C should send the detailed action plan for commissioning of balance targeted sections.

4. North Eastern Railway
   - Total target for commissioning for 2018-19 is 300 km and progress upto Oct.'18 is 96 km.
   - CAO/C mentioned that 15 km doubling/Gauge Conversion will be commissioned in Nov. and Dec.'18.

Contd...2/-
5. **North Central Railway**
- Total target for commissioning for 2018-19 is 121 km and progress upto Oct.'18 is Nil.
- CAO/C mentioned that 22 km doubling will be commissioned in the month of Nov.'18.
- The progress of other targeted sections is not satisfactory. Even the section which has connectivity at one end has been included in the target which shows that detailed review has not been done.
- CAO/C should review all the targeted sections and work out the commission of doubling with phasing of yard work.
- The target for 2018-19 is to be adhered and CAO/C to send the detailed action plan for achieving the same. Responsibility be fixed for failure, if any.

6. **North Western Railway**
- Total target for commissioning for 2018-19 is 495 km and progress upto Oct.'18 is 77 km.
- CAO/C mentioned that 54 km doubling will be commissioned in Nov. and Dec.'18.
- In addition, 81 km of Gauge Conversion and 52 km of Doubling will be commissioned in Jan. to Mar.'19.
- Efforts should be made to complete other targeted projects.

8. **Southern Railway**
- Total target for commissioning for 2018-19 is 268 km and progress upto Oct.'18 is Nil.
- CAO/C mentioned that 10 km doubling will be commissioned in the month of Nov.'18.
- CAO/C further mentioned that 76 km Gauge Conversion, 8 km Doubling between Panambur-Jokkate and 13 km 3rd and 4th line between Chennai-Korukupet will be commissioned by Dec.'18.
- In addition, 13 km Doubling will be commissioned in Jan. to Mar.'19.
- CAO/C was advised that efforts should be made to complete the other targeted sections and no target should be failed.

9. **South Central Railway**
- Total target for commissioning for 2018-19 is 405 km and progress upto Oct.'18 is 58.81 km.
- The progress of other targeted section is not satisfactory.
- CAO/C was advised to send the detailed action plan to meet all other targeted sections and if targets are not met, responsibility should be fixed.

Contd..3/-
10. South East Central Railway
   ➢ Total target for commissioning for 2018-19 is 351 km and progress upto Oct.'18 is 27 km.
   ➢ CAO/C mentioned that 92 km Gauge Commission will be commissioned in Nov. and Dec.'18.
   ➢ In addition, efforts should be made to commission 36 km Gauge Conversion between Nainpur-Lamta, 24 km between Chiraidongri-Mandla Fort between Jan. to Mar.'19.
   ➢ 18 km of 3rd & 4th line will be commissioned in the month of Nov. and Dec.'18.
   ➢ CAO/C was advised that 65 km of 3rd/4th line between Champa-Jharsuguda which is on coal route, being monitored by Hon'ble MR, should be commissioned by Mar.'19.
   ➢ In addition 8.2 km of Doubling between Godhani-Kalumna should be commissioned by Feb.'19 as committed to Hon'ble MR.

11. South Eastern Railway
   ➢ Total target for commissioning for 2018-19 is 220 km and progress upto Oct.'18 is only 52.2 km.
   ➢ CAO/C mentioned further that 43 km Doubling/3rd line will be commissioned in Nov. and Dec.'18.
   ➢ CAO/C was advised to ensure that all targeted sections are commissioned.

12. South Western Railway
   ➢ Total target for commissioning for 2018-19 is 296 km and progress upto Oct.'18 is Nil.
   ➢ CAO/C mentioned that 109.4 km Doubling will be commissioned in Nov. and Dec.'18.
   ➢ Further, 71 km of Doubling between Hotgi-Kudgi will be commissioned in Jan. and Feb.'19 (32 km in Jan.'19 & 39 km in Feb.'19).
   ➢ In addition, 16 km Doubling will be commissioned in Feb.'19 and 13 km of New Line will be commissioned in Feb.'19.
   ➢ CAO/C was advised to work out that other targeted sections are also commissioned.
   ➢ CAO/C also mentioned that steel girders are required to be supplied by Bridge Workshop of Southern Railway.

13. West Central Railway
   ➢ Total target for commissioning for 2018-19 is 168 km and progress upto Oct.'18 is Nil.
   ➢ CAO/C mentioned that 20 km Doubling will be commissioned in Nov. and Dec.'18.
   ➢ Further, 19 km Doubling will commissioned in Jan.'19.
   ➢ In addition, 20 km New Line will be commissioned in Feb.'19 provided rails are supplied in time.
   ➢ CAO/C was advised to ensure that all targeted sections are commissioned.